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The adult mammalian brain is remarkably plastic and constantly undergoes structurofunctional modifications in response to
environmental stimuli. In many regions plasticity is manifested by modifications in the efficacy of existing synaptic connections or
synapse formation and elimination. In a few regions, however, plasticity is brought by the addition of new neurons that integrate
into established neuronal networks. This type of neuronal plasticity is particularly prominent in the olfactory bulb (OB) where
thousands of neuronal progenitors are produced on a daily basis in the subventricular zone (SVZ) and migrate along the rostral
migratory stream (RMS) towards the OB. In the OB, these neuronal precursors differentiate into local interneurons, mature, and
functionally integrate into the bulbar network by establishing output synapses with principal neurons. Despite continuous progress,
it is still not well understood how normal functioning of theOB is preserved in the constantly remodelling bulbar network andwhat
role adult-born neurons play in odor behaviour. In this reviewwewill discuss different levels ofmorphofunctional plasticity effected
by adult-born neurons and their functional role in the adult OB and also highlight the possibility that different subpopulations of
adult-born cells may fulfill distinct functions in the OB neuronal network and odor behaviour.

1. Introduction

The olfactory system is essential for the survival of many ani-
mal species, providing vital information about food location
and influencing social and sexual behaviours. In mammals,
odor information is conveyed by olfactory sensory neurons
(OSNs) located in the olfactory epithelium. The axon ter-
minals of OSNs establish synaptic contacts in the glomeruli
of the OB with mitral cell (MCs). These principal cells then
transduce information directly to the olfactory cortex, with
no thalamic relay. In the OB, odor information processing
is modulated by interneurons: periglomerular cells (PGCs)
located in the glomerular layer (GL) and granule cells (GCs)
found in the granule cell layer (GCL). GCs are themost abun-
dant population of neurons in the OB and vastly outnumber
the bulbar principal neurons by around 100 : 1 [1]. These
GABAergic interneurons form a unique type of synapse
on the dendrites of principal cells: the dendrodendritic

reciprocal synapse in which glutamate, released from the
principal cells’ dendrites, in turn induces the release of GABA
from the spines of interneurons back to the principal cells [2–
5].The two subpopulations of interneurons play an important
role in the rhythmic activity of theOB. PGCs coordinate theta
activity by regulating baseline and odor-evoked inhibition,
whereas GCs are involved in the synchronization of MC
activity and generation of gamma rhythm [6–9].

Interestingly, around 10–15% of GCs and 30% of PGCs
are continuously renewed during adulthood [10, 11]. This
constant renewal affects the distinct subtypes of PGCs and
GCs in different ways [12]. In fact, among calretinin, cal-
bindin, and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) expressing PGCs,
the production of calbindin- and TH-positive cells tends to
decrease after birth [12, 13], while calretinin expressing-PGCs
are mostly produced during adulthood [12]. With regard to
GCs, the generation of different subpopulations has not yet
been systemically examined and renewal in the adulthood
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has been shown only for calretinin-expressing, mGluR2-
expressing, and small numbers of 5T4-expressing GC sub-
populations [12, 14–16]. In general, less is known about the
neurochemical heterogeneity of GCs and until now, studies
aimed at understanding the role of adult-born neurons in
odor information processing and olfactory behaviour have
considered these cells as homogenous population of neurons
[17–21]. It is conceivable, however, that different subtypes
of new neurons may be activated by distinct olfactory tasks
and play a specific role in different odor behaviours. There
is consequently a need to understand the exact contribution
of specific subpopulations of adult-born neurons to animal
behaviour.

In this review, after presenting adult OB neurogenesis as a
remarkable form of neuronal plasticity, we will discuss recent
data concerning the functional role of adult-born neurons
and their implications in olfactory behaviour. Finally, we
will also discuss the heterogeneity of adult-born neurons
and highlight the possibility that different subtypes of new
neurons may play distinct roles in the function of the OB
network and odor behaviour.

2. Adult OB Neurogenesis, an Unusual Form
of Structural and Functional Plasticity

New neurons for the OB are produced in the subventricular
zone (SVZ), bordering the lateral ventricles, where adult
neural stem cells proliferate to give rise to rapidly dividing
transient amplifying cells, which in turn divide to produce
neuroblasts [22–24]. Neuroblasts migrate tangentially in
chains, along the blood vessels through the rostral migratory
stream (RMS) towards the OB [25–27]. Once in the OB, they
start tomigrate radially [28–30], reachmaturity, and integrate
into preexisting neuronal networks [5, 31–34]. The vast
majority of adult-born neurons, around 97%, differentiate
into GCs, while the other 3% become PGCs [35].

The constant neuronal turnover occurring in the OB
imposes on the olfactory system the never-ending chal-
lenge of preserving normal odor information processing
despite persistent morphofunctional changes in the large
number of interneurons and their synaptic connections with
principal cells. The mechanisms enabling the maintenance
of this fine equilibrium between normal OB function and
the constant rewiring of its neuronal network are not well
understood. These mechanisms are driven, however, in an
activity-dependent manner and sensory stimulation plays an
important role in the maturation, survival, and integration
of new neurons in the OB [21, 34, 36–43]. Adult-born
neurons may adjust the morphofunctional properties of the
bulbar network at several different levels. Firstly, the addition
of new neurons may be considered as the topmost level
of plasticity along with the continuous formation of new
functional synaptic units with principal cells that replace
existing connections. Secondly, adult-born neurons may
bring to the OB properties that are not present in preexisting
interneurons, which may allow them to adapt neuronal
network to changing environmental conditions. Finally, new
neurons may change their own morphofunctional properties

in response to external stimuli to uphold the functioning of
the bulbar network.

2.1. Plasticity in the OB Network by the Addition of New
Neurons. The adult OB is constantly supplied with new
cells to be integrated into the preexisting neuronal network.
In vivo calcium imaging has shown that adult-born PGCs
begin to express spontaneous and odor-evoked responses
soon after their arrival in the OB network, even if they
have the molecular phenotype of immature cells [44]. In
addition, other in vivo time-lapse imaging studies have shown
that new interneurons remain structurally dynamic not only
during their maturation and integration phases [44, 45],
but also well beyond their synaptic integration [46]. New
spines are constantly forming, retracting, and stabilizing on
the dendrites of adult-born cells, and even six months after
their birth these cells have a higher synaptic density than
their preexisting counterparts [47]. Moreover, young adult-
born neurons become more selective to particular odors
as they mature [48]. These data suggest that adult-born
neurons are continuously rewiring the bulbar network and
represent a population of cells enabling the OB to adapt to an
everchanging odor environment.

In accordancewith this, it has recently been demonstrated
that the lack of neurogenesis in the adult OB alters the
anatomical organization of the bulbar network by modifying
the precision and size of intrabulbar projections of principal
cells [49]. Suppression of adult neurogenesis has also been
shown to affect synchronized activity of MCs in vitro [19].
Adult-born neurons provide an important inhibitory input
to the bulbar principal cells [19] and in vivo experiments
have shown that a disruption to the excitation/inhibition
balance received by MCs deregulates the ability of animals to
discriminate between odors [50]. Thus, the constant supply
of new neurons to the OB is a form of morphofunctional
plasticity, allowing permanent reorganization of the bulbar
network to suit changing environmental conditions.

2.2. Adult-Born Neurons, a Population of Cells Remarkably
Different from Their Preexisting Counterparts. During mat-
uration, adult-born GCs receive synaptic inputs on the soma
and the proximal part of their apical dendrites before forming
their output dendrodendritic synapses [5, 51]. This matu-
rational profile of adult-born GCs distinguishes them from
their preexisting counterparts that form input and output
synapses simultaneously. The sequential acquisition of input
synapses before forming the output ones allows these cells
to “silently” integrate into the operational bulbar network
[51].However, when adult-born neurons are fullymature they
display greater excitability than early-born ones [31, 32]. This
increased excitability of adult-born cells enhances their over-
all inhibitory drive on the principal cells.This is supported by
data which shows that ablation of neurogenesis for 28 days
results in a decrease of around 45% in the inhibitory input
received by MCs [19]. In addition, synapses of adult-born
interneurons impinging on the dendrites of principal cells
differ from those made by preexisting interneurons in terms
of sensitivity to GABA(B) receptors-induced suppression of
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GABA release [52]. This is due to the different localization
of GABA(B) receptors which confers adult-born GCs with
synapses different from their preexisting counterparts [52].
These data suggest that adult-born neurons provide stronger
inhibitory modulation of the principal cells and have unique
features that distinguish them from early-born neurons.

At two to threeweeks after birth, adult-born neurons have
also been shown to be more responsive to incoming new
odors than their older counterparts [53, 54]. This increased
responsiveness of adult-born neurons during their develop-
ment may be due to the critical period during which adult-
born cells (at least the PGCs) are less selective to odorant
stimuli [48]. Odor selectivity of these cells can be increased
by housing animals in an olfactory enriched environment,
which suggests that activity-dependent mechanisms play a
part in the functional maturation of these cells [48]. During
this critical period adult-born cells also display long-term
potentiation (LTP) at the glutamatergic input impinging on
the proximal dendrites of GCs [55].

Altogether, the results presented above demonstrate that
the adult OB receives a population of interneurons distin-
guishable from the neurons produced during early devel-
opment and that these cells play a unique role in olfactory
information processing.

2.3. Plasticity through Changing Morphofunctional Properties
of New Neurons. OB neurogenesis is a process sensitive to
the level of sensory experience. Several studies have shown
that exposing animals to an olfactory enriched environment
[39–41] or learning of an associative olfactory task [21,
36] increases survival of adult-born neurons in the OB.
Conversely, depriving animals of olfactory input by closing
one of their nostrils reduces survival of new neurons [34, 37,
42, 43]. Sensory activity is essential for the development and
expression of dopaminergic phenotypes, but not GABAergic,
calretinin-, or calbindin-positive ones, suggesting that the
acquisition and maintenance of chemo-specific phenotypes
by different PGCs can be affected differently by odor-induced
activity [56, 57]. It has recently been proposed that mecha-
nisms exist to allow the replacement of preexisting neurons
of a particular phenotype, by newborn cells of the same
phenotype, thereby maintaining in the OB a constant level of
GCs of the same neurochemical subset [15]. In fact, at least
for the population of mGluR2-expressing cells, ablation of
preexisting GCs of this particular phenotype resulted in a
recovery of the density of cells belonging to this subtype [15].
Moreover, adult-born mGluR2-expressing adult-born GCs
presented enlarged spines, a characteristic that may aid in
compensating for the loss of cells of the same subpopulation
[15].

Sensory stimulation is required not only for the survival
of new neurons, but also for their maturation, since sensory
enrichment enhances synaptogenesis of PGCs [46], whereas
sensory deprivation affects the density of spines on the
distal dendrites of adult-born GCs [42, 58]. Interestingly,
this decreased spine density on the distal dendrites of GCs
is accompanied by increased spine density on the apical
dendrites [58]. These data suggest a form of structural

plasticity among distinct compartments of adult-born GCs
that may allow cells to receive stronger input to compensate
for a decreased number of output synapses. Further evi-
dence for activity-dependent modifications in the morpho-
functional properties of adult-born neurons is observations
showing that sensory deprivation triggers an increase in the
excitability of new neurons [42]. These sensory-deprivation-
induced alterations in the morphology and function of GCs
are specific to the adult-born population, since sensory
deprivation does not affect the maturation and excitability
of preexisting neurons [42]. To understand whether odor
stimulation provides a specific pattern of activity or overall
membrane depolarization to adult-born neurons which may
be required for the survival and maturation of these cells,
Lin and colleagues modulated the intrinsic activity of new
neurons via overexpression of Kir2.1 potassium and bacterial
sodium channels and assessed the survival and integration
of new cells in the OB network [59]. These experiments
revealed that the intrinsic activity of adult-born neurons
plays an important role in their survival but not in their
synaptogenesis [59]. Therefore, the plasticity in the morpho-
functional properties of adult-born cells themselves may be
used to uphold the function of these cells in the OB and
allow adjustment of the bulbar network to environmental
stimuli. The above data reveal that neurogenesis in the adult
OB is tightly linked to sensory experience and represents
an important process by which the functioning of the OB
network is adjusted to the constantly changing olfactory
environment. This is accomplished by different levels of
morphofunctional plasticity that are brought by adult-born
neurons to the bulbar network.

3. Implication of Adult-Born Neurons in
Olfactory Behaviour

The fact that a substantial number of adult-born neurons
are integrated into the OB neuronal network on a daily
basis suggests that these cells may contribute significantly to
olfactory behaviour. In this review we will discuss the role of
adult-born neurons in spontaneous odor exploration, odor
discrimination, and associative memory tasks. The involve-
ment of adult neurogenesis in odor-based social interactions
has been discussed elsewhere [60–62] andwill not be covered
here.

A number of studies have been aimed at determining the
potential role of adult-born neurons in various spontaneous
odor behaviour tasks. First, odor enrichment [39–41] that
increased the survival of adult-born neurons in the OB also
resulted in an improvement of short-term odor memory [40,
41]. Irradiation which decreased the number of adult-born
neurons produced, however, no change in short-term odor
memory [63]. This is likely due to a compensatory increase
in the survival of the preexisting population of GCs [63].
Indeed, complete suppression of adult OB neurogenesis using
antimitotic drug cytosine 𝛽-D-arabinofuranoside (AraC),
which had no effect on GCs born before AraC infusion,
led to impaired short-term olfactory memory [19]. It has
also been demonstrated that blocking adult neurogenesis
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with an antimitotic drug during odor enrichment prevents
the enhancement in discrimination abilities of animals [39],
supporting the involvement of neurogenesis in the ability to
discriminate between similar odors. It appears that adult-
born cells are involved specifically in the discrimination
of similar odors, since inhibition of neurogenesis with an
antimitotic drug had no effect on the ability of mice to
discriminate between dissimilar odorants [19]. This was
recently confirmed in another study which took advantage of
the optogenetic approach to reveal that the specific activation
of adult-born neurons facilitates animals’ learning to discrim-
inate between two odors, but only when the task is difficult,
involving perceptually similar odorants [17]. What are the
cellular mechanisms underlying these behavioural modula-
tions? One possibility, as highlighted by electrophysiological
recordings at the cellular and network levels following abla-
tion of adult-born cells, is a reduced number of inhibitory
synapses made by adult-born GCs on principal cell dendrites
which altered inhibitory input and affected synchronized
oscillatory activity of principal neurons [19]. Moreover, an
optogenetic study has shown that the activation of adult-
born neurons improves animal performances in an operant
discrimination task of two perceptually similar odorants [17].
It is likely that activation of GCs increases the contrast
between MCs since light stimulation triggers an inhibition
of MCs with a low firing rate [17]. While these studies
highlight some mechanisms of affected odor performances
following manipulation in the number or activity of adult-
born neurons, there is still a need to better understand
the cellular and network mechanisms underlying the role
of adult-born interneurons in the processing of olfactory
information.

Associative olfactory learning, which evaluates the capac-
ity of an animal to associate an odor with reward or
noxious stimuli, is another test widely used to evaluate
the implications of adult-born neurons in odor behaviour.
Paradigms such as associative olfactory learning, especially
those employing perceptually dissimilar odorants increase
the survival of adult-born cells in the OB [21, 36, 53, 64].
However, modulation of the levels of neurogenesis hadmixed
consequences for animals’ ability to learn an associative
memory task, in some cases having no effect [19, 20], while in
others performances were clearly altered [21, 63]. A possible
explanation for such differences could stem from the type
of odor associative tasks used in these studies [60, 65]. In
associative learning procedures, it is possible to differentiate
operant conditioning tasks from nonoperant conditioning
ones. With operant conditioning tasks, the active behaviour
adopted by animals during the learning phase determines
whether or not they receive a reward. On the other hand,
in nonoperant conditioning tasks, during the learning phase
animals make a passive association between the odorant
stimuli and the reward. Indeed, Mandairon and colleagues
have shown that adult-born neurons play an important role
only in operant conditioning tasks, since only these types of
task seem to have an impact on the level of neurogenesis [66].

Another question to take into consideration, which may
also explain discrepancies in the literature, is whether adult-
born neurons are involved in the acquisition, retrieval, and

storage of odor-associated memories. Several studies have
shown that pharmacological or genetic suppression of adult
neurogenesis prior to the task of acquisition does not affect
animals’ performances [18–21], suggesting that adult-born
neurons are not involved in the acquisition of odor-associated
memories. Recent observations using a transgenicmouse line
based on the “tag-and-ablate” strategy showed, however, that
adult-born neurons are involved in the expression of odor-
reward memories [18]. In this model, a tamoxifen treatment
makes it possible to target or “tag” a large population of
adult-born neurons with diphtheria toxin receptor in nestin-
positive cells and their progeny. This is followed by a second
treatment with diphtheria toxin that ablates the entire tagged
cell population. The advantage of this model compared to
general adult neurogenesis suppression studies is that adult-
born neurons can be specifically ablated during particular
phases of memory acquisition, retrieval, or storage. Using
this model, the authors demonstrated that in an associative
learning task, the ablation of mature newborn neurons just
after the training phase resulted in altered olfactory memory.
Although this study shows that bulbar adult-born neurons
play a key role in the expression of odor-reward memories,
this effect appears to be transient. Ablation of adult-born
GCs 28 days after training did not produce a memory deficit,
suggesting that, with time, recall of odor-reward memory
becomes independent from adult-neurogenesis in the OB
[18]. Thus these data indicate that, in order to more fully
understand the role of adult-born neurons in odor memory
tasks, there is a need for more detailed analyses that take into
account the different steps of memory formation, execution,
and storage.

One approach to address this issue would be to directly
modulate the activity of adult-born neurons that are already
integrated into the bulbar network. To achieve this, it is
possible to take advantage of optogenetic activation or silenc-
ing of neurons, a method that has been used extensively
over the last decade in many different fields of research
[67, 68]. This technique enables the selective activation or
inhibition of the activity of particular cell populations via
expression at their membrane opsin receptors which are
sensitive to light stimulation at a particular wavelength.
Alonso and colleagues used this technique to investigate
the involvement of adult-born interneurons in olfactory
behaviour in the context of associative learning [17]. They
showed that specifically activating adult-born neurons during
learning of an operant olfactory discrimination task not only
decreased the time necessary for the animals to learn the
task, but also improved their memory of it. Animals in which
adult-born neurons were activated were able to remember
the task longer, as compared to control mice [17]. Other
tools available to modulate the activity of different cellular
populations are Designed Receptors Exclusively Activated by
Designer Drugs (DREADDs), G protein-coupled muscarinic
receptors genetically modified to respond exclusively to a
pharmacologically inertmolecule, clozapine-N-oxide (CNO)
[69, 70]. When coupled to Gi family proteins, CNO treat-
ment has an inhibitory effect on DREADD-expressing cells,
whereas those coupled to Gq proteins are activated by CNO.
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The tools presented above will enable investigation of
the involvement of adult-born interneurons in olfactory
behaviour during particular phases of odor task performance
and there is urgent need for the implementation of these
approaches to dissect the function of new cells in the OB.

4. Adult-Born Neurons: Distinct Functions for
Different Subpopulation of Cells?

Adult-born interneurons are produced in a region-specific
manner and may be subdivided into different subsets based
on the expression of neurochemical markers. Hack and col-
leagues showed that different subpopulations of adult-born
neurons are produced in the region-specific manner in the
SVZ and RMS [71]. Using retroviral labelling in these regions,
the authors revealed that TH+ PGCs are generated in large
numbers in the RMS [71].Merkle and colleagues, by targeting
stem cells, have further shown that both neonatally and
adult-born cells in the OB are produced in a region-specific
manner along SVZ-RMS pathway [72]. These data suggest
that diverse subpopulations of interneurons are derived from
a heterogeneous pool of stem cells.

The different subpopulations of adult-born neurons are
produced not only in specific subregions, but also with a
distinct temporal pattern throughout an animal lifetime. As
briefly presented in the introduction, the GL contains at
least three subpopulations of PGCs based on the expression
of TH, calretinin, and calbindin [16, 73, 74]. Using dye
labelling and homochronic/heterochronic transplantation, it
has been shown that calbindin-positive PGCs are largely
generated during neonatal life, whereas calretinin- and TH-
expressing neurons are mainly produced during adulthood
[75]. By contrast, using inducible genetic fate mapping of
Dlx1/2 precursors, it has been shown that the production of
TH-expressing PGCs is maximal during early embryogenesis
[12]. More consensus exists for the temporal pattern of
calretinin and calbindin-expressing PGCs production, as
genetic fate mapping has revealed that the production of
calbindin interneurons ismaximal during late embryogenesis
and declines postnatally, whereas calretinin cell production
is low during embryogenesis and increases postnatally [12].
The different subpopulations of adult-born PGCs are respon-
sive to odor stimulation as shown by in vivo two-photon
Ca2+ imaging and targeted patch-clamp recordings [44, 48].
Moreover, their responses to olfactory stimulation are shaped
in an experience-dependent manner [48]. However, the role
of different subpopulations of adult-born PGCs in OB net-
work function and odor behaviour remains unknown. Some
morphofunctional differences are observed between different
subtypes of PGCs indicating that they may play distinct roles
in theOB. For example, it has been shown that TH-expressing
PGCs are the only population of interneurons that receive
input from the olfactory nerve [76]. By contrast, other popu-
lations of PGCs send their dendrites to intraglomerular zones
that are not in contact with the sensory neuron’s terminals
[76]. Therefore, TH-expressing PGCs may be more sensitive
to the level of sensory input.This is supported by observations
showing that social odor perception aftermating is associated

with an increased level of TH expression in PGCs and
dopaminergic transmission in the OB [77]. This increase in
dopaminergic transmission upholds presynaptic inhibition
of sensory neurons and hampers neuronal activation in the
OB, thus leading to the modulation of social odor perception
detrimental to pregnancy [77]. The relative contributions of
adult-born and preexisting TH-expressing cells to this effect
have yet to be studied, as have the roles of calbindin- and
calretinin-positive PGCs in odor behaviour.

The OB also contains parvalbumin-expressing interneu-
rons located in the external plexiform layer (EPL) [12, 78].
These interneurons are produced only during the perinatal
period [12] and play an important role in feedback control of
the OB output [78].

GCs are the largest population of neurons in the OB.
Despite this, very little is known about neurochemical het-
erogeneity of these cells and how different subtypes of GCs
shape odor information processing in the OB and olfactory
behaviour. Indeed, until now essentially all of the studies
investigating the role of adult-born neurons in olfactory
behaviour have considered these cells as homogenous pop-
ulation of neurons [17–21]. It is conceivable, however, that
each subtype of adult-born GCs plays a specific role in odor
information processing. Among the different subtypes that
have been described so far are calretinin-expressing GCs
found in the superficial GCL; glycoprotein 5T4-expressing
cells located in the mitral cell layer (MCL); and mGluR2-,
CaMKIV-, and CaMKII-expressing ones found throughout
the GCL [15, 79–81]. Of these, calretinin- and mGluR2-
expressing neurons and at lower level 5T4-expressing cells
have been shown to be renewed in adulthood [12, 14, 15],
while the renewal of other subtypes have not been yet
reported.Moreover, GCswith differentmorphologies to their
early-born counterparts have recently been described as type
1 deep branching GCs, type 2 shrub GCs, type 3 perimitral
GCs, and type 4 satellite cells [14]. What is the role of these
neurons as well as other, as yet undiscovered, subtypes of GCs
in odor information processing and odor behaviour? Interest-
ingly, as with PGCs, somemorphofunctional differences have
been observed in GCs.While these data are still rudimentary,
they imply that each subtype of GCs may play a distinct role
in the OB. For example, it is well known that calretinin-
expressing cells are located at the superficial GCL and may
thus specifically contact tufted cells [12, 16]. Since tufted cells
are involved in the synchronization of isofunctional odor
columns in theOB [82] andGCs play a crucial role in the syn-
chronization of principal cell activity [6–9], it is conceivable
that calretinin-expressing GCs may be specifically involved
in odor discrimination paradigms, especially those involving
complex tasks based on the discrimination of similar odors.
With regard to newly described subpopulations of adult-
born GCs [14], some morphological differences were also
documented. It has been shown that the dendrites of type
1 GCs do not reach the MCL or EPL but branch primarily
in deeper regions of the OB. Type 2 shrub GCs extend a
single primary dendrite into the deep layer of the EPL where
they branch extensively, giving rise to many small dendrites
decorated with numerous spine-like protrusions. The cell
bodies of type 3 perimitral GCs are confined to the MCL,
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from which they extend thin spineless processes that branch
above and below the MCL. Type 4 cells are located in the
EPL and have branched dendrites with varicosities and few
spines [14]. While the functional role of these new subtypes
of GCs is not yet known, based on their morphology and
location in the OB, it has been hypothesized that types 1 and
2 GCs may inhibit the cell bodies and proximal dendrites of
principal neurons and thus mediate columnar inhibition and
localized lateral inhibition, whereas types 3 and 4 cells may
inhibit the output of principal neurons and their dendrites
[14]. The above data demonstrate growing evidence for the
heterogeneity of adult-born interneurons in the OB. While
several subpopulations of PGCs and GCs have already been
described, it is conceivable that other subpopulations will
emerge in the near future. Some of this data implies that
various subpopulations may differ functionally, something
that must be studied further to increase our understanding
of how olfactory information is processed in the OB. Hence,
further investigation is needed to determine whether and
how each adult-born (and preexisting) cell subpopulation
makes a unique contribution to bulbar circuitry, and if so,
whether there are preferential conditions under which their
involvement is required. Moreover, if such differences can
be revealed, it will be crucial to understand the impact of
each subpopulation of interneurons on different olfactory
behaviours.

5. Conclusion

Adult neurogenesis is an extraordinary process which con-
stantly supplies the OB with new interneurons, a cell popu-
lation that plays an important role in regulating information
sent by principal cells to higher brain regions. This mode of
maintaining the plasticity of the OB allows fine adaptation of
the bulbar circuitry to the constantly changing environment.
The question of the functional role played by these cells has
to be better understood. In fact, studies aimed at determining
the involvement of adult neurogenesis in different olfactory
behaviours have produced dissenting data. There is therefore
a need for a different approach to resolve this problem and
the advent of new techniques over recent years will certainly
aid in advancing our knowledge in this field of research.
Moreover, the fact that different subpopulations of adult-born
cells in theOBhave been clearly identified implies that we can
no longer consider neurogenesis as the birth of a homogenous
population of interneurons but of different subsets that each
makes a unique contribution to olfactory processing and
network activity.
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